Vote No on 71
Amendment 71 will end forever our citizen right to petition state government
for fundamental reform. It does so two ways:
--Imposes GEOGRAPHIC QUOTAS on citizen signers. We would have to
collect a quota from all 35 state senate areas. If we do so in only 34, we fail!
You would also lose your right to vote on that constitutional ballot issue.
--REPEALS MAJORITY RULE. Really. If “no” votes are 45.01%, they defeat
54.99% “yes” votes on a constitutional reform. It’s crazy and un-American!
WHO WANTS 71? A tiny group of rich elitists who hate voters. They want to
stop citizen reforms forever, so they alone control all state laws and policies.
HOW DID 71 GET ON THE BALLOT? They BOUGHT 183,000 signatures
with $2.7 million they raised. See Big Money on our website below. That’s how
all their radio and TV ads are paid. Their final spending will be millions more.

ARE THEY HYPOCRITES? Yes. They don’t apply their new rules to their own
71. They want to amend the state constitution so citizens can never do so again!
ARE THEY LIARS? Yes. Our constitution is no easier to change than others; it
takes majority voter approval. Petitions don’t change constitutions; voters do.
DID THEY LEAVE A LOOPHOLE? Yes. State politicians still can propose
changes with 68 votes. They can try to end our rights (property rights, jury trial,
freedom of speech and religion, term limits, tax limits, campaign reform, etc.)
by 50.01% voter approval. But we still can’t propose true changes by petition.
Do you still believe in “We the People?” Do you support our First Amendment right to
petition government? Do you honor equal treatment in the law for all citizens? Freedom
is the right to make choices. These vicious authoritarians want to trick you into voting to
have fewer choices and less freedom. This vote will be irreversible because they will have
“raised the bar” to block all real reforms. Don’t let shadowy governmental elitists kidnap
our Constitution. If you don’t defend your freedom, and that of your family, who will?
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